
For Information to Join us on Sundays Please Visit: 

www.lifesourcenj.com  

Mark Your Calendar  

 

Take a look at these many opportunities to serve 

and spiritually invest in yourself. 

 

 

4.13.16 
Enrichment Night Bible Study 7pm  

 

4.15.16  
Women’s Small Group at 7pm 

 

4.16.16  
Newark Community Breakfast  

 

4.17.16  
Guest Missionaries: Brian & Raquel Correia  

 

5.6.16  
Men’s Small Group 7pm at Pastor’s home  

 

5.13.16  
LSC Volunteer Appreciation Banquet  

 

Pastor’s Weekly Word: 

“In Training” 

 We believe that our best days are still yet ahead, and all things 

will work together for our good. However, we struggle when setbacks 

seem to contradict our hopeful belief. How does God bring about great 

victories, breakthroughs and next level living? 

 Daniel 1:18 says, “When the training period ordered by the king 

was completed...” Daniel was a man of God who found himself in a  

foreign land as a captive. Even while he was subjected to training in an 

unfamiliar land, he was given incredible favor and power to succeed.  

 I think of another Daniel, also known as “Daniel San” from the 

1984 movie “Karate Kid”. He wanted to learn karate, but his teacher 

had Daniel San do some rather mundane chores such as painting the 

fence and waxing his car. He also had Daniel balance on a post and on 

the bow of a boat. It all seemed meaningless, foolish and frustrated 

Daniel. Then the day came when Mr. Miyagi revealed that these  

mundane chores were actually teaching him the motions to block 

punches and kicks. The balancing exercises were training for when he 

would need to use the ‘crane’ kick to defeat his adversary.  

 Like both Daniels there is a prescribed training period. We  

often resist God’s working. We may think why am I in the nursery when 

I should be leading worship, or why am I ushering when I should be 

preaching and leading the church? Possibly, we think why do I have this 

financial crisis occurring, why is there relational unrest, why is my  

workplace so challenging? It is often in the mundane and unfavorable 

moments that ‘our King’ is training us. God is setting you up for greater 

victory, yet it is up to us to trust God and grow because of the  

challenging training period. Remember that today’s battle will  

prepare for tomorrow’s victory!   

* This devotion was extracted from our current message series.    

To discover more of God’s goodness join us every Sunday at 10:30  

For More Read Daniel 1: 4 - 21  


